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MyHome Reveals Its Revolutionary Kitchen Design Concept to Maximize Small Apartment Space

MyHome enables New Yorkers to maximize their living space by making the kitchen the center of their
apartments.

Oct. 31, 2007 - PRLog -- New York City, NY -- MyHome, the leading New York contractor and provider
of one-stop-shop remodeling services, revealed its revolutionary kitchen design concept. With an average
price of over $1,000 per square foot and an average apartment size of less than 1,300 square feet, New
Yorkers face the daunting challenge of optimizing the limited living space in their condos and apartments. 

To address this need, MyHome developed an innovative concept. Leveraging its vast experience in
remodeling, design and construction, MyHome took a fresh approach to the conventional apartment layout.
Since the kitchen is the heart of a home where people eat and socialize, turning the kitchen into the center
of the apartment only comes naturally and improves its owner’s living comfort and wellness. To maximize
the available space, the kitchen is turned into an open space, granting easy access to other rooms. It visually
enlarges the apartment, where the kitchen becomes harmonic with its surrounding environment.

“By offering New Yorkers our complete remodeling services, we help our customers to turn each of their
apartments into an oasis of living pleasure,” said Mayan Metzler, CEO. “It is our mission at MyHome to
turn each remodeling project into a smooth and fun experience, from start to finish. We engage top interior
designers in NYC with many years of experience in kitchen and bath renovation projects. Our first
consultation is free of charge.”

The innovative kitchen design concept revealed by MyHome may not be news to some, however MyHome
claim to take it to a whole new level by offering revolutionary design solutions specifically tailored to small
apartments that require kitchen remodeling in New York (NYC), completely customizable to meet the
unique needs of each and every customer.

About MyHome
MyHome is a complete renovation service firm based in New York City (NYC), offering a wide variety of
remodeling services including interior design, construction services, materials and appliances. The
company specializes in kitchen and bath remodeling and complete renovation in NYC, for homes and
offices.

For more information about MyHome please visit the company website at, 
http://www.NewYorkGeneralContractor.com.
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